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Bachelor thesis presentation. what I’ve been working on for the past couple of months: I have
ported the MMM1D electrostatics algorithm for cylindrically-symmetric systems to graphics
cards and used this to perform some simulations comparing simple DNA models.

Motivation

• Biological importance of DNA
condensation

• Lack of theoretical description at
intermediate temperatures

• Influence of DNA structure?
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So what’s interesting about like-charge attraction in DNA?
DNA can be found in compacted form in various biological systems.
Theory only works at high and zero temperature, but intermediate temperatures are
biologically more interesting.
Details of how geometrical structure of DNAinfluences this process are not exactly known.
Lets start out with a brief overview of MMM1D. =>

The MMM1D Algorithm

•
•

Electrostatics in 1Dperiodic geometry
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Lets start out with a brief overview of MMM1D. Here, simulation box is periodic only in zdirection. Coulomb sum goes over all periodic images, does not converge well.
Minimum image convention cannot be used on long-range Coulomb interactions.
Common 3D Coulomb methods can not be used due to 1D periodicity, would introduce
uncontrolled errors.
Approach MMM1D takes: summation in Fourier space, gives it fast convergence. Can cut off
the infinite sum after relatively few summands.

The MMM1D Algorithm
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A. Arnold and C. Holm. MMM1D: A method for calculating electrostatic interactions in 1D periodic geometries. J. Chem. Phys., 123(12):144103, 2005.
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Results in far formula (for each pair). rho is projection of particle distance onto nonperiodic
plane; z is the z-component of distance.
The logarithmic term, which is singular for rho=0, cancels with the self energy.
Far formula does not converge well for particles with small rho. Solution: another expansion
leads to the near formula.
Nasty thing about formulas: contain a bunch of special functions, including modified Bessel
of the second kind and polygamma functions.
Big advantage of MMM1D: error estimates are available, error introduced by truncating
infinite summation can be controlled.

CUDA Implementation of MMM1D

• ESPResSo contains MMM1D

implementation, but slow due to
scaling of algorithm

2
O(N )

• new GPGPU implementation is ~40 times
faster
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MMM1D can be parallelized quite well because all interactions are pairwise. Makes it very
suitable for GPGPU implementation. Nvidia’s CUDA Framework was used because Espresso’s
other GPGPU code is also using it.
Resulting speed is sufficient for simulations with several thousand particles.

CUDA Implementation of MMM1D
∆F = 10-4

140 ns

12.1 ns

3.5 ns
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CPU implementation takes almost constant time per pair, while the CUDA implementation
needs a few hundred particles so that the slow memory copy operations (going like O(N))
become negligible with regards to the O(N2) computations.
These speeds were measured on one of the pool computers next door. Hardware is previousgeneration, current generation might have a slightly larger speedup because GPUs tend to
follow Moore’s law with a shorter time for doubling-in-performance than CPUs.
CPU implementation takes 140ns per pair (in a random test system with precision 1e-4),
while GPU takes 3.5ns (single precision).
Double precision (not necessary for this target error) takes four times longer.

DNA Like-Charge Attraction

•
• Poisson-Boltzmann theory always predicts

Theoretical model: DNA as continuous rod1
repulsion

• Experiments and simulations show

attraction at low temperatures or high
counterion valencies

• Strong Coupling
1 A. Arnold

2
theory

predicts attraction,

∝

and C. Holm. Interactions of like-charged rods at low temperatures: Analytical theory vs. simulations. Eur. Phys. J. E, 27(1):21–29, 2008.
and R. R. Netz. Strong-coupling theory for counter-ion distributions. Europhysics Letters, 52(6):705–711, 2000.

2 A. G. Moreira
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To analytically treat the interaction of two DNA molecules, major simplifications are
necessary: DNA as rods with constant line charge density.
PB theory predicts repulsion for all choices of parameters.
Attraction can be observed however at low temperatures or high ion valencies; PB is not
applicable in that regime.
Strong Coupling Theory (Netz+Moreira) predicts such attractive force, proportional to
Bjerrum length.
Bjerrum length gives electrostatic energy relative to thermal energy: lB = e2/(4πε0εrkBT)

Simulations

• 2 DNA molecules (fixed) with τ=-0.50
/
• counterions with q=5.0
• DNA radius R=1.0 or R=3.0
• surface-to-surface distance Δ=0.25
• hard-sphere Lennard-Jones repulsion,

/

σ=1.0
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DNA molecules fixed in place, only counterions are mobile. No salt added.
High valency, scaling down q and tau results in identical force behavior, only at smaller
bjerrum lengths.
Two different radii are sampled and surface-to-surface distance of the two molecules is kept
constant. Alternatively radius could have been kept constant and distance varied.
Hard-sphere LJ, which prevents counterions from moving into the DNA

Continuous Rods

•
•

R=1.0
Low temperature:
Counterions align
between rods
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Simplest model, matching what can analytically be solved: continuous rods
At low temperatures: counterions condense in rod plane
Counterions mediate an attractive force between the like-charged rods.

Continuous Rods

•
•

R=3.0
Low temperature:
Counterions align
mostly between rods,
but some move outside
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Increase rod radius (equivalent to moving same-size rods closer): some counterions move
out, attractive force gets weaker.

Continuous Rods

•

High temperature:
Counterions leave the
rod plane

R=3.0
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Increasing the temperature: counterions increasingly move out of rod plane, forces get
weaker and eventually reach attractive regime.

Continuous Rods

= .
= .
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Forces level out with increasing bjerrum length (as SC theory predicts)
Higher radius: larger repulsive regime
Should resemble Poisson-Boltzmann at far left, but didn’t simulate these temperatures.

Lines of Discrete Charges

•

High-temperature
behavior similar to rods

•

Low temperature:

•

few particles:
counterions pair up
with rods, attraction
much stronger
R=1.0, lB=16.0
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Similar to rods at high temperatures, focus on discretization effects at low temperatures.
Here: number of counterions approximately equal to number of rod ions: pair up, mediate
very strong forces

Lines of Discrete Charges

•

High-temperature
behavior similar to rods

•

Low temperature:

•

more particles: similar
to rods

R=1.0, lB=16.0
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As we increase the number of particles, we approach the forces we previously got for rods.
Counterions no longer spaced as regularly as they were on the previous slide.

Lines of Discrete Charges

= .

= .
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Here are the resulting forces. Black are the ones we got from the rods. At 1 counterion per
rod ion: stands out quite significantly. Effect gets smaller with larger numbers of rod ions, 4
per rod is quite close to continuous case. At high temperatures (small bjerrum lengths),
forces become indistinguishable for all but the coarsest discretization.
Lets look at exact dependency on discretization. Best do this at low temperature. => next
slide
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Need about 3 rod ions per CI before it really converges against continuous rods. Jump at 1
per CI.
Choice of discretization has major impact, particles need to almost overlap before continuous
results are recovered.

Discrete Charges, Continuous LJ

= .

•

Same simulation with
charged particles
without LJ plus LJ
cylinders around them

•

Resultant forces only
differ slightly from
before

•

Effect mostly due to
charge discretization
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To check whether discretization effects seen on the previous slides are due to electrostatics
(charge discretization) or due to LJ discretization, we turned off LJ on the particles and added
LJ cylinders around them.
Forces remain mostly the same, even though the particles can no longer enter into the gaps
between the rod ions.
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Discrete Charges with a Shift

•

Major difference at low
temperatures and few
particles:

•

Counterions align on
connecting line
between opposite rod
particles

•

Forces can differ by
up to an order of
magnitude

R=1.0, lB=16.0
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Lets take the discretization one step further: unlike continuous rods, in discretized systems
the two lines can be shifted relative to each other. Shift the lines of charges by half a particle.
If we do this, we get interesting results at low temperatures and coarse discretizations. Here,
the counterions tend to align on the connecting line between opposite rod ions and
occasionally jump between them, suggesting a frustrated ground state.
The forces we obtain from this can differ by up to an order of magnitude from those for
unshifted rods.

Discrete Charges with a Shift

= .

=

.

= .

=

.

by half a particle
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Take a look at the forces at a low temperature as a function of the discretization.
In general, they look more continuous than for the unshifted rods, we’re not getting strong
jumps. At discretizations around 3, the difference vanishes.

Helices of Discrete Charges

•

Using diameter-to-pitch
ratio of natural B-DNA

•

One helix particle per
base pair

•

At low temperatures,
forces strongly depend
on phase shift
φ=180°, lB=16.0
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Lastly, curl up the two lines of charges into a helix each. Geometry modeled after natural
DNA, but only one helix particle per base pair (~5 helix ions per CI); finer discretization likely
wouldn’t have made much of a difference as previously the forces flattened out around 3 rod
ions per CI.
The helices can also be shifted against each other and this time we simulated different phase
shifts. At low temperatures, the forces again strongly depend on phase shift, but phase shift
dependency survives to high temperatures (unlike before with discrete linear charges).

Helices of Discrete Charges

= .
= .

= .
= .
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Looking at the forces for low temperatures (red) and high temperatures (blue), each
compared against the continuous rods.
See the strong shift dependency at low temperatures (again varying close to an order of
magnitude). Interesting: low temperature result for rods almost recovered at 180° shift.
Another interesting observation is that the attractive regime is extended: helices still attract
while rods already repel.

DNA Like-Charge Attraction: Summary

• Attraction always observed at low
temperatures

• Choice of model, discretization and phase
shift can result in almost any force

• Helices show a very strong dependency on
phase shift

• Geometry is still quite relevant in strong
coupling limit
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Reproducing central consequence of SC theory: attraction.
However, the choice of the model immensely affects the magnitude of the force.
Another interesting point was that it looks like in helices the phase shift is crucial.
In general we can say: the exact geometry is still quite relevant in the strong coupling limit.
Rods or even lines of charges are probably not a good choice for a DNA model.
Question many of you will have: how does this situation look under biological conditions?
Like-charge attraction is known to occur at room temperature for high ion valencies. We have
not yet connected back our results to this. Still work in progress.

